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the blues brothers. say what you will about the plot (which is pretty bad), but the music and
performances are why we all love this film. the blues brothers is one of the best comedies of
all time. the comedy, music, and performances of john belushi and dan aykroyd. this film is

like a home video of the real-life soundtrack of real life, the music of the blues brothers.
john belushi is, without a doubt, the greatest comic actor of all time, and is unforgettable
here. there's something about his performance that hits you right in the heart, and gives

you goosebumps. his performance in this film, along with the music of the blues brothers, is
probably the most memorable comedy performance of all time. belushi's performance is

perfection. no one can hold a candle to him, and this is probably one of the top ten comedy
performances of all time. dan aykroyd plays jake blues, his character is basically played to
perfection, and is honestly hilarious. his character is just pure evil, and it is funny, smart,

and incredibly entertaining. the blues brothers is great, and has the most memorable
soundtrack of any film, and the performance of belushi and aykroyd are the driving force

behind this film. the blues brothers is one of the greatest comedies of all time, and deserves
to be better remembered than it is. 10/10 john b. and 10/10 dan a. i don't know why but i
just love this movie. maybe it's because of the humor, maybe it's because of the music. or
maybe it's just the nostalgia of the 80s. whatever it is, this is my favorite john landis film.

sure the plot is stupid and the acting is terrible, but the music and humor are perfect. watch
it for the music and humor. you won't regret it.
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there are very few direct-to-video releases of
star trek in recent years, but paramount has

been releasing the occasional one-shot or
feature-length episode in the last couple of

years. last year, the studio released a feature-
length film, star trek into darkness, directed by

j.j. abrams. in a recent interview with yahoo
movies, abrams discussed the importance of

these new releases. (the original series
debuted in 1966.) one of the big reasons for a
lack of new star trek releases is the release of
new movies and television shows. after 2009's
star trek, many fans felt they'd already seen

everything there was to see from the star trek
universe. abrams and his team wanted to

create something that would remind fans of the
franchise while being accessible to new fans.
"when we started doing this, one of the things

that we were a little nervous about was, 'is
there enough new stuff to fill these hours?"
abrams said. "the answer was no. there was

still so much to be discovered. but at the same
time, we're conscious that we're a studio that
has a lot of fans. and as much as we love the
original series and the original movies, we're
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also aware that we do have to make it
accessible to new people." while abrams and

his team were working on star trek into
darkness, they decided they wanted to keep

people's attention by releasing a new star trek
feature-length movie every year. the first star

trek movie since 2009 was 2013's star trek into
darkness, and the movie was a box-office hit. i
didn't even know the name of the movie until i
was halfway through watching it and couldn't

find a trailer on google because the movie title
wasn't even said in it! so i had to google it and
oh yes, it's brothers! thanks for making me look

it up! the movie is well done, and despite
having a lot of action, it's easy to watch,

because the movie is very easy to follow and
has no confusion. the main character is a man
who has to do a lot of things, and the actors in
this movie are really good at this kind of movie.

the language is not really difficult to
understand, and if you can understand english,
it's easy to understand the movie. the movie
starts with a very romantic scene, and then it
continues with a story of siblings. the brothers
have become rich, and i really like this aspect

of the movie. 5ec8ef588b
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